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Logistics Intelligence
How effective are your company’s logistics? Which strengths and weaknesses 
do your processes and systems have? Which measures are suitable in order to  
optimize your logistics processes?

When evaluating your logistics business processes, thinking about modernization 
or planning investments, you should consider the operating data excerpted from 
your systems. The Logistics Intelligence solution, offered by TEAM, supports you 
with the logistics indicators you need.

TEAM Logistics Intelligence allows you to merge and process the multitude of avai-
lable data from different systems and divisions and to make it available for key 
indicator analysis. With Logistics Intelligence you take a closer look at the level of 
detail you need and the timeframe you are requesting.

Derive your future strategic decisions from a save data base. With the Logistics 
Intelligence solution offered by TEAM!



Logistics Intelligence

Identify optimization potentials on 
demand with Logistics Intelligence

Logistics Intelligence by TEAM takes 
a detailed look at internal logistics 
processes. 

It considers events that have occur-
red in logistics and production, i.e. 
supply shortages, transport  
bottlenecks or quality problems, and 
fills the information gap in planning 
tools of the ERP systems conse-
quently.

Logistics Intelligence offers pre-con-
figured evaluation options, for  
example the evaluation of goods 
receipt or goods turnover, commis-
sioning or outgoing goods and trans-
ports as well as stocks.

Further customer-specific evaluati-
ons can be provided and real-time 
controlling data may be integrated.

Logistics Intelligence provides data 
in a structured manner and makes 
them available at any time. It offers 
various analysis functions and allows 
depicting key figures comfortably 
and client specifically.

TEAM offers Logistics Intelligence 
either as a self-contained solution or 
as an add-on module to its standard 
logistics software ProStore®.

The Features

 � Consolidation of data taken from 
various systems in a dedicated 
database

 � Provision of more than 40 logistics 
indicators

 � Flexible display arrangement 
through modern web technologies

 � Simple adjustment to client-speci-
fic requirements

 � Quick adjustment to changing 
process operations

 � Simple definition of analysis 
intervals 

Your Benefits 

Logistics Intelligence by TEAM gives 
you a profound insight into the real 
performance of internal logistics 
both over long periods of time and 
referring to specific reference dates 
– starting with goods receipt, follo-
wed by transport and stock as well as 
commissioning and outgoing goods.

With Logistics Intelligence your be-
nefits will be the following:

 � Increased process performance 
Higher revenues due to a faster 
identification of shortages

 � Better order fulfillment  
Less short deliveries due to timely 
identification of structural weak-
nesses as well as optimization of 
stock and warehouse manage-
ment

 � Improved supply chain  
Optimization of processes by 
analyzing the suppliers’ service 
performance and the one towards 
customers

Please contact us. We are looking
forward to hearing from you.

TEAM GmbH
Hermann-Löns-Str. 88 
33104 Paderborn
Fon +49 5254 8008-0 
Fax +49 5254 8008-19
Mail team@team-pb.de 
Web www.team-pb.de

Due to the comprehensive database 
Logistics Intelligence by TEAM facilitates 
the evaluation of logistics processes.

Logistics Intelligence gives you an over-
view of the complete process chain.

Comprehensive analysis options are 
available.

The indicators for goods receipt provide, 
among others, the input for supplier 
evaluation.


